Abstract-We present a new high capacity color barcode. The barcode we propose uses the cyan, magenta, and yellow (C,M,Y) colorant separations available in color printers and enables high capacity by independently encoding data in each of these separations. In each colorant channel, payload data is conveyed by using a periodic array of elliptically shaped dots whose individual orientations are modulated to encode the data. The orientation based data encoding provides beneficial robustness against printer and scanner tone variations. The overall color barcode is obtained when these color separations are printed in overlay as is common in color printing. A reader recovers the barcode data from a conventional color scan of the barcode, using red, green, and blue (R,G,B) channels complementary, respectively, to the print C, M, and Y channels. For each channel, first the periodic arrangement of dots is exploited at the reader to enable synchronization by compensating for both global rotation/scaling in scanning and local distortion in printing. To overcome the color interference resulting from colorant absorptions in noncomplementary scanner channels, we propose a novel interference minimizing data encoding approach and a statistical channel model (at the reader) that captures the characteristics of the interference, enabling more accurate data recovery. We also employ an error correction methodology that effectively utilizes the channel model. The experimental results show that the proposed method works well, offering (error-free) operational rates that are comparable to or better than the highest capacity barcodes known in the literature.
linking personal documents with a user, or in other applications as an auxiliary channel to encode additional information on a physical medium. By carrying a stream of digital data in physical media, which are fundamentally analog, these methods can add security and functionality and features that are associated with digital techniques at the expense of consuming space on the media.
In several barcode applications, small barcodes with high storage density (i.e., high capacity) are desirable. For instance, in personal IDs, driving licenses and passports, high capacity can enable the encoding of a sample speech signal, a picture, or other identifying personal information which in turn may be used to establish authenticity of the printed document and/or the identity of the user. Particular examples proposed in the literature include identification cards based upon biometrics [2] and print signatures for document authentication [3] . Similarly, in a document workflow application high capacity barcodes offer an attractive mechanism for improving scanned image quality-where the barcode can be utilized to store the additional information for improving the image quality [4] . Several of these applications favor a push toward higher data rates for barcodes, which is the specific goal that we address in our work.
Several 2-D barcode technologies have been proposed in the literature [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] to enable high capacity barcode applications. Though these techniques typically offer higher data payloads than their 1-D counterparts, many of these technologies are primarily based upon monochrome (i.e., single ink) printing [5] [6] [7] , [10] , [11] . Color barcodes, on the other hand, offer another attractive method for increasing capacity, which is increasingly accessible with desktop color printing becoming commonplace. Care must, however, be exercised in designing color barcodes to ensure that they are robust to variations in the color printing and scanning processes-which have a greater impact when considering color rather than black/white reproduction and capture.
In this paper, we propose a high capacity color barcode by using the cyan, magenta, and yellow colorant channels available in color printers to independently carry payload data, and thereby offer an increase in capacity over monochrome realizations. In individual print colorant channels, we convey data by using a periodic array of printed elliptically shaped dots and modulate the orientation of these dots in order to encode the data. The technique is motivated by and utilizes elements from a print-scan resilient data hiding method that we recently proposed [12] [13] [14] for clustered-dot halftones in a monochrome printing scenario. Since printer and scanner tone variations do not impact orientation of these dots, the method is inherently robust against typical printer and scanner tonal variations across devices and over time. Furthermore, fairly high data densities are enabled by the orientation modulation based data embedding. At the receiver, we exploit the complementary spectral (wavelength) characteristics of the cyan, magenta, and yellow colorants of a printing device, and the red, green, and blue channels of scanners, respectively, and estimate the data carried by a colorant channel from its complementary scan channel. We mitigate the interference among color channels, that arises from undesired colorant absorptions and wide band scanner spectral responsivities, by using the characteristics of color interference in both: a) the data encoding stage, where we choose the encoding orientations for the separations so as to minimize interference and b) the data extraction stage, where we utilize a statistical modeling of the channel, capturing the predominant effects of the color interference. In order to realize an error-free practical scheme, we employ error-correction coding to compensate for the errors due to color interference and other channel distortions. We demonstrate experimentally that the (error-free) operational rates of the proposed method are comparable to, or better than, the highest capacity barcodes in the literature.
Several other color barcode schemes have also been presented in the literature [8] , [9] , [15]- [19] . Among these, color DataGlyphs operate by simply encoding the same data in all colorant channels [8] , [9] . While this overcomes the color interference challenges, it fundamentally does not offer increased capacity over the monochrome setting. Another approach for color barcodes has been recently proposed [15] [16] [17] [18] . In this approach, data is encoded as small triangles/rectangles in one of four (C,M,Y,K) or six (C,M,Y,R,G,B) colors where the color is chosen based upon the data. Encoding data in the color of small shapes, however, can be sensitive to printer/scanner tonal variations, which may degrade the performance across different devices and over time as the tonal response of a printing/scanning system varies. This is particularly true if the number of colors is increased in order to enable higher data rates because the number of distinct colors required for encoding scales exponentially with the number of bits encoded per triangular/rectangular region. Colorzip [19] represents yet another system for encoding information using color that offers better aesthetic appeal than conventional barcodes but rather low data rates.
In order to offer increased capacity, our proposed barcode system exploits the spectral "diversity" enabled by the use of cyan, magenta, and yellow colorant separations and red, green, and blue scanner channels, which are utilized in common color printing and scanning, respectively. Interestingly, alternate forms of spectral diversity have also been exploited for data encoding by utilizing specialized colorants that are invisible under normal lighting but can be detected with customized image capture devices [20] , [21] . These offer the advantage that the barcodes are non obtrusive, similar to the situation with watermarks in image content [22, p. 4] albeit with the obvious disadvantages associated with specialized colorants and detectors.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we outline the opportunities and challenges associated with per-colorant channel data encoding. We describe the proposed high capacity barcode method in Section III. We present our experimental results in Section IV. Section V discusses many key aspects of the proposed barcode scheme. Section VI concludes the paper by summarizing our main findings.
II. INDEPENDENT DATA ENCODING PER COLORANT CHANNEL:
OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES Consider a color barcode system where the barcode is printed with CMY colorants and a RGB color scan is used for recovering the payload data. The red, green, and blue channels of a scanner have spectral sensitivities that are complementary, respectively, to the cyan, magenta, and yellow colorants used in the printing. The cyan, magenta, and yellow colorants, respectively, absorb primarily in the spectral regions over which the red, green, and blue scanner channels are responsive. This complementarity naturally suggests an opportunity for color barcodes that offer increased capacity over their black and white counterparts by conveying independent payload data in the C, M, and Y colorant channels which are then recovered from the complementary R, G, and B channels of the scanned image, respectively.
In practice, however, the complementarity is far from perfect and the spectral region over which each of the C, M, and Y colorants absorb include wavelengths over which scanner channels other than the complementarily related ones are also responsive. This results in an undesirable (from our perspective) coupling between the colorants and the scanner channels, which we refer to as color interference. We illustrate this color interference in Fig. 1 using a specially generated image where a CMY image is partitioned into vertical stripes and within each stripe only one of the C, M, and Y separation is printed resulting in the print shown in Fig. 1(a) . The R, G, B channels obtained from a scan of the print are shown,respectively, in Fig. 1(b)-(d) . We see that the green channel, which ideally captures only the information in magenta colorant, in practice also sees interference from the cyan colorant. Similarly, the blue channel captures the information in the yellow colorant but also gets significant interference from the magenta colorant. In Fig. 1 , we can also see components of color interference from additional colorant channels which, however, are much smaller in magnitude and can, therefore, be safely ignored. Note that the color interference depends both upon colorant spectral characteristics and scanner spectral response. This behavior of the color-print-scan channel combined with other channel distortions 1 poses a significant challenge for methods that encode data independently per-colorant channel, suggesting the following desirable characteristics for a data encoding method:
• the technique for encoding data in individual color separations must be robust to variations in graylevel (also tonal value) because interference from other colorant channels and printer/scanner tone variations may significantly change the graylevel value in a color separation; • the global and local geometric distortions introduced by print-scan process (e.g., global rotation/scaling and local perturbations) must be compensated to synchronize with the encoded data in each colorant channel; • the characteristics of the color interference among the channels should ideally be comprehended in the data encoding stage in order to mitigate the effect of color interference at the detector; • the print-scan channel model used for estimating the encoded data at the decoder, should ideally capture the characteristics of the color interference among the colorant channels to fully exploit the information extracted from scanner sensor channels; • error correction coding is necessary to overcome inevitable errors due to channel distortions-including interference between color channels.
III. DATA ENCODING PER COLORANT CHANNEL VIA ORIENTATION MODULATION IN ELLIPTICAL DOT ARRAYS

A. Overview
Motivated by the desired characteristics of a methodology for per-colorant channel data encoding listed in the preceding section, we propose a new high capacity color barcode. Fig. 2 illustrates an overview of the proposed scheme. Here , , and represent the message data to be conveyed through the cyan, magenta, and yellow print channels, respectively. In order to allow error recovery at the receiver, a channel coding stage is interjected before the per-colorant separation data encoding step, which adds redundancy to the messages , , and , producing corresponding payload data , , and , respectively. In each colorant channel, the corresponding payload data is conveyed. To enable global and local synchronization, we define a 2-D rectilinear (usually square) tiling of the barcode substrate where at the center of each cell resulting from the tiling, we place an elliptically shaped dot whose orientation is modulated to carry a payload data bit/symbol. An identical tiling is employed for the different color separations. While encoding data in each colorant channel, orientations for modulation are carefully selected so that the effect of color interference on the modulated data is minimized. The resulting binary images , , and are then printed in overlay to produce the color barcode. At the receiver, colorant channels of the printed barcode, carrying the data, are estimated from complementary channels of the scanned barcode. The print-scan process, however, introduces global and local geometric distortions that change the positions of the dots printed in the individual color separations,-causing desynchronization if these effects are not compensated for. A global and local synchronization is, therefore, incorporated on a per channel basis, details of which are provided in Section III-B. After global and local synchronization, from individual red, green, and blue channels of the scanned barcode, detection statistics are obtained corresponding to each cell in the periodic tiling of the barcode substrate. The statistics are then used in a channel decoder along with a statistical color print-scan channel model to estimate the message data. In this process, the color print-scan channel is modeled jointly to capture the color interference. In order to characterize the behavior of the different components of our proposed barcode system, in particular, the interference aware data encoding and the channel statistical model we propose, we also consider the operational performance of an uncoded system. For the uncoded system, instead of the channel decoding in Fig. 2(b) , the payload data is estimated on a cell-by-cell basis using the detection statistics for the cell alone, employing either a simple heuristic detection rule or optimal maximum likelihood (ML) detection based upon our proposed channel model. We describe the individual system elements in detail in the following sections.
B. Data Encoding in Individual Colorant Channels: Arrays of Oriented Elliptical Dots
In each colorant channel, we encode data by using a periodic 2-D rectilinear array of elliptically shaped dots and modulating the orientation of elliptical dots in order to encode the data. Fig. 3 shows a zoomed version of a barcode in a monochrome printing scenario, where (the major axes of) the individual dots are oriented along vertical, horizontal, and diagonal ( 45 ) directions, i.e., each orientation may be thought of as representing a binary symbol. Individual cells, containing one modulated dot each, are tiled vertically and horizontally over the barcode substrate as shown in Fig. 3 . A convenient way for generating a 2-D array of elliptical dots with arbitrary orientations, that we utilize in our work, operates by comparing a 50% graylevel against an asymmetrically modulated threshold function. For this purpose, we modify the analytical threshold function that we propose in our recent work [14] for halftone data hiding. The modified threshold function for the th cell can be expressed as (1) where and represent the frequency of the rectilinear tiling along and directions so that the cells in the tiling correspond to rectangles with width ( dimension) and height ( dimension)
. The value of this threshold function ranges between 0 and 1, which is assumed to represent the normalized range of image values from no colorant coverage through full colorant coverage, respectively. A 50% graylevel corresponds to a value of 0.5. 2 The nonnegative exponents and vary from cell to cell based upon the data to be encoded within the cell and determine the ellipticity and orientation of a dot in the th cell. Specifically, if is greater than comparing a constant image value against the threshold function generates an elliptically shaped dot oriented along the vertical direction and similarly if is greater, the resulting dot is oriented along the horizontal direction. Although comparing against a constant image value can only generate elliptical dots oriented along vertical and horizontal directions, a simple coordinate rotation 2 The actual value may be adjusted for printer dot gain.
can be performed on the threshold function to generate elliptical dots with arbitrary orientations [14] . In practical applications, however, the detection of the orientation becomes more challenging with increasing orientation directions, especially at high array frequencies (i.e., smaller cell sizes). 3 In the rest of the paper, we, therefore, restrict our attention to binary modulation where the dots are oriented along two orthogonal directions.
Note that the threshold function here, unlike the one used for halftone data hiding in [14] , does not maintain continuity at the cell boundaries when and are changed to modulate the dot orientation along different directions. While the continuity must be ensured for halftone data hiding to prevent artifacts in a halftone image, this is obviously not required in the barcode application and, therefore, not imposed on the function in (1). This choice of affords greater flexibility for data encoding, allowing, in fact, for a doubling of capacity over the threshold function for halftone data hiding used in [14] . The orientation modulation method is nicely suited for per-colorant channel data encoding because it encodes information in the shape of individual dots and, hence, is less sensitive to variations of the tone response of printing and scanning systems. In particular, tonal variations in the print-scan process are inevitable over time due to device drift, change of components such as toner cartridges and aging of lamps etc, but invariably do not change the orientation of dots seen in the scanned images. With the current technology, the frequency permissible for the rectilinear tiled array can also be quite high allowing for high payload densities.
At the receiver, the 2-D tiling of the barcode substrate defines an inherent periodicity that enables global synchronization. Specifically, the use of the threshold function in (1) implies that the resulting printed dots have characteristic peaks at in the Fourier domain which upon scanning with a scaling factor of and a rotation appear in the scanned image at This is illustrated in Fig. 4 , where primary peaks in the Fourier spectrum clearly indicate the global rotation and scaling. The rotation and the scaling parameter can, therefore, be determined from the location of the peaks, enabling a global synchronization. Since printing systems also introduce local and smoothly varying geometric distortion, the global synchronization alone is usually insufficient. Therefore, we also perform local synchronization that compensates for the locally varying printer geometric distortion. We perform this local synchronization jointly with the computation of detection statistics for each cell-a process we describe next. The local synchronization infers the spatial region that defines the current cell. Once this is known, for the image data 4 within the cell we compute a center of mass (COM) and two moments and along the two orthogonal directions, corresponding to the two modulated dot orientations. Specifically, if the image data is given by the COM over a cell is computed as (2) and for horizontally/vertically oriented dots we compute moments
The moments serve as simple detection statistics for estimating the orientation of the dot located within the cell: for horizontally oriented dots and for vertically oriented dots. The moments computed can either be used to estimate the encoded data on a cell by cell basis or these can be collectively utilized in a channel decoder to enable error correction. The latter is described in Section III-E. If cell by cell recovery of the encoded data is desired, a decision can be made in each cell based upon a heuristic criteria as (4) where the orientation is identified as the direction along which the calculated moment is maximum. 5 For notational purposes, in the remainder of this paper we use to denote the moment computed along the -axis, for the moment along the -axis, and for the moments calculated along the diagonal ( 45 and 45 ) directions, respectively.
The displacement of the COM of the current cell with respect to the COM's of previously processed adjacent cells is then utilized to estimate the boundaries for the next cell. Specifically, when processing in a left to right raster scan fashion the boundary of next cell to the right is estimated, as illustrated in Fig. 5 , as the rectangular region , where is the distance of with respect to (wrt) the x-coordinate for the COM of the cell immediately to the left and is the distance of wrt the y-coordinate of the COM of the cell immediately above. Note that the proposed iterative method for estimating cell boundaries is well suited for local synchronization here because the printer geometric distortions are smoothly varying across the barcode substrate [14] , [23] , [24] . Hence, the effect of the distortion on neighboring cells is similar, which is exploited by our local synchronization method. Also note that changing the orientation of elliptical dots does not change the COM of the cell, which suggests that COM can be reliably utilized to identify the cell boundaries regardless of the data encoded within the cell. The order in which the cells are processed is not rigidly constrained. Once a starting COM is estimated for a cell located anywhere in the barcode, the processing can proceed in either direction from the COM. For instance, a first cell can be localized in the center of the barcode by thresholding to locate a printed region followed by detection of the corresponding connected component [25, pp. 645 ] in the thresholded image as a "dot." The COM of this thresholded "dot" can then serve as the starting point estimate for the corresponding cell COM.
C. Color Interference Aware Data Encoding
Though encoding data in the orientation of elliptical dots is less sensitive to tonal variations in printer response, color interference among color planes still constitutes a challenge for data extraction from individual color planes. To limit arbitrary color-interference induced by the interactions between modulated dots in different color planes, we generate binary color separations , , or with the same underlying tiling of modulated dots.
As shown in Fig. 1 , the red and blue channels of a scanned image have almost no interference from yellow and cyan colorants, respectively. Hence, if data is carried only in cyan and yellow colorant channels, which are the farthest apart in primary spectral absorption bands, they can be estimated with fair reliability from red and blue sensor channels as validated in our recent work [1] . For three-colorant channel data encoding, however, the use of the magenta channel for data encoding in ad- Fig. 6 . Scanned image data for the blue sensor channel (for a cell) when (a) the same set of orientations is used for encoding data in both magenta and yellow channels, (b) the encoding orientations for the yellow channel are chosen as the 45 rotated versions of the encoding orientations for the magenta channel. In all cases, in addition to the primary signal from the complementary yellow colorant channel (shown in black), a contribution from the magenta colorant, shown in light gray, also appears in blue sensor channel. The impact of this contribution is asymmetric for the configurations in (a) but symmetric for the configurations in (b).
dition to cyan and yellow, causes color interference among the color planes. To consider the impact of color interference, recall the discussion of Section III-B. The barcode decoder decides on the embedded data within each cell by computing, for each of the three colorant planes, two orthogonal moments in the scanner channel complementary to the colorant, where the moments are computed along the two directions chosen for encoding data in the colorant plane.
When the same set of two orthogonal dot orientations is used for encoding the data in all colorant channels, the color interference affects these two orthogonal moments unequally depending upon the data embedded in other (noncomplementary) colorant channels. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 6 (a) for the blue sensor channel which represents primarily the information in the yellow colorant but also sees interference from the magenta colorant channel. To detect the orientation of the yellow dots in Fig. 6 (a) image moments are computed along horizontal and vertical directions. The two leftmost configurations shown in Fig. 6(a) both depict a vertically oriented yellow dot (corresponding to identical encoded bit values for the yellow channel) whereas the magenta dot is vertically oriented in the first of these and horizontally in the second, corresponding to different embedded bit values for the magenta channel. The color interference from the magenta channel has an asymmetric impact, causing a relatively large increase in the otherwise small horizontal moment for the blue channel for the first of these two configurations and only a relatively small change in the otherwise large vertical moment in the second case. An analogous description applies to the two right most orientations shown in Fig. 6(a) , which depict the situation corresponding to a horizontal yellow dot. Thus, in the situation shown in Fig. 6(a) , the color interference from the magenta channel has the overall impact of reducing the difference between the moments for the horizontal/vertical orientations. This corresponds to a reduction in the received signal strength and degrades error performance.
In order to mitigate this effect of color interference, we propose using a configuration that adopts orthogonal encoding directions for the magenta channel that are rotated 45 with respect to the orthogonal directions employed for the cyan and yellow channels. For data encoding, the cyan and yellow channels employ dot orientations and the magenta channel uses 0/90 orientations. This rotated configuration eliminates the asymmetry in the impact of (primary) color interferences on the moments for the two embedding orientations. The predominant effect of color interference in the scenario of Fig. 6(b) is to increase, by similar amounts, the two orthogonal moments computed in a given channel along the two directions that are utilized for data encoding. The benefit of the proposed configuration is illustrated in Fig. 6(b) where we illustrate the dot orientations observed in the blue sensor channel for our proposed signal constellations for the magenta and yellow colorants. The magenta dots oriented along 0/90 have a (largely) symmetric impact on moments computed along the directions along which moments are computed for the detection of the data in the yellow channel (which is the channel complementary to the blue scanner channel under consideration here).
In terms of the moments used for the detection, the proposed encoding configurations can be represented in terms of a signal constellation diagram [26, pp. 34 ] as shown in Fig. 7 . For per-colorant channel data encoding, the proposed encoding scheme reduces the impact of color interference, offering better detection performance at the receiver. This gain arises from a judicious choice of encoding orientations based upon the predominant color interference signals and maintains the data rate-within each cell, a bit of data is encoded in the orientation of the dot printed for each of the cyan, magenta, and yellow colorants supporting a payload of 3-bits per cell. The joint design of signal constellations for independent data encoding in C, M, and Y channels by taking into account cross-channel interference offers performance improvements in a manner analogous to informed coding [22, pp. 138 ] for watermarking applications. Fig. 8 illustrates the proposed data encoding method and the resulting color barcode.
Note that if the same data is encoded in all colorant channels, using the same constellation for all channels would be advantageous because color interference in this case strengthens the detection of a symbol. This is the case for the color instantiation of DataGlyphs [8] , [9] . But in this scenario, the encoding rate (i.e., payload density) is compromised to one third the value of our proposed scheme.
D. Channel Modeling and Joint ML Detection
The proposed data encoding method mitigates but does not completely eliminate color interference. Additionally, other distortions such as directional asymmetry in the printing, scan blur, and print-scan tonal variations also impact the detection process at the barcode reader. We, therefore, propose a joint statistical model for our effective "communication channel" that, within each tiling cell, receives as input the vector of orientations of the C, M, and Y colorant elliptical dots within the cell and outputs the vector of the moments computed for the tile in the R, G, and B channels, respectively. The communications channel is then statistically characterized by the channel likelihood function which is the conditional probability density function (pdf) of the moment vector when the input consists of dots with the given orientation vector . Estimation of this multidimensional conditional density function is experimentally challenging and we, therefore, develop a simplification as follows. First, note that if the CMY colorant channels were independent and influenced only their, respective, complementary RGB scanner channels, the channel likelihood function would factorize as (5) Now observe that in Fig. 1 , the image captured as the red scanner channel represents the cyan colorant printing rather well and suffers almost no interference from other colorant channels. The image captured as the scanner green channel on the other hand represents not only the complement of the magenta colorant printing but also encounters significant interference from the cyan channel. Finally the scanner blue channel captures the yellow colorant printing and sees interference from the magenta colorant. Based upon the observation of the color interference in Fig. 1 , we propose a simplified joint pdf of our effective communications channel that accounts for the predominant effects of color interference while neglecting secondary, less significant effects. Using Bayes' rule and the simplifications we obtain (6) where the three conditional pdf factors on the right hand side of the previous equation represent the probabilistic channel model for the complementary cyan-red, magenta-green, and yellow-blue channel pairs, respectively. Note that while the channel model for cyan-red pair accounts only for the monochrome print-scan distortions (i.e., printer directional distortion, scan blur etc.), the channel models for magenta-green and yellow-blue pairs also take into account the predominant effect of color interference in addition to the other channel distortions.
For practical use and to enable channel model parameters to be estimated with reasonable effort, we further simplify the channel likelihood function by marginalizing over extracted moments from red and green channels. After marginalization, the conditional pdf's for magenta-green and yellow-blue channels can be expressed as (7) (8) We next consider characterization of these channel distributions for each of the channel pairs. Modeling a multidimensional distribution is difficult, especially in the absence of a physically inspired model. To make the problem tractable, we assume conditional independence 6 given by (9) (10) (11) where the joint channel distributions are factorized as the multiplication of conditional pdf's of moments calculated along two orthogonal directions. The simplified channel models for each colorant are illustrated in Fig. 9 . Using the channel statistical model, an estimate of the orientations of the dots selected for data encoding can be obtained by jointly maximizing the channel likelihood function over the transmitted orientations as (12) Although the proposed detection criteria is optimal in the maximum likelihood sense [22, pp. 78 ], the joint maximization can increase the detection complexity. In order to reduce the complexity at the barcode reader, we approximate the joint 6 Following the methodology used for the monochrome case in [14] , we have established that empirical 2 2 2 covariance matrices of the received moments conditioned on the two received orientations are close to diagonal for all colorant channels, thereby validating our assumption. Specifically, over a collection of estimated 2 2 2 covariance matrices fK g of the received random image moments ; conditioned on 2 ; 2 for each colorant channel, we computed the measure 10log ( kdiag(K )k = kK k ) where kAk denotes the Frobenius norm of the matrix A and diag(K ) represents a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are identical to those in K . The previous measure of the relative power of diagonal entries was evaluated for C, M, and Y colorant channels, yielding numerical values of 00.04 dB, 00.07 dB, and 00.12 dB, respectively. This indicates that the covariance matrices are close to diagonal for all colorant channels (the measure is 0 dB for the ideal diagonal case) and justifies our assumption. maximization in (12) by a simpler sequential decision process on the received orientations in red, green, and blue channels as (13) (14) (15) Though sequential detection decreases the detection complexity, it can also degrade the detection performance at the receiver. In most cases, however, sequential detection closely approximates the joint ML detection and does not cause any noticeable performance loss as we demonstrate in Section IV. The ML detection using the statistical modeling of the channel better captures the channel characteristics and outperforms the heuristic detection of (4). This is validated experimentally in Section IV, in particular, see Fig. 12 for cyan-red channel pair. Note that in practical applications, the detected orientations typically contain errors due to inherent distortions in the print-scan channel. To recover from these errors and accomplish an error-free scheme, instead of detecting orientations in each cell, the extracted moments are collectively utilized in the channel decoder. Likelihood probabilities are computed from the moments and the statistical channel model, which are then utilized in the decoding process, which is described in the following section.
E. Error Correction Coding
At the barcode reader, the objective is to reliably estimate the message data from a scan of the printed barcode. If no error correction coding is utilized and decisions on message data values are made on a per cell basis, the distortions due to the printscan process and color interference among the color planes inevitably cause errors at the receiver. Fig. 10 illustrates these distortions and interference, where we show the scanned image corresponding to a printed barcode. The modulated dots in cyan, magenta, and yellow colorants are quite distorted in the printscan process, which can cause errors in the estimated data. In order to realize an error-free practical system, we, therefore, utilize error correction codes.
We specifically investigate the use of convolutional codes and low density parity check codes (LDPC) [28] [29] [30] for error correction. Our choice of LDPC codes is motivated by their excellent performance over various memoryless channels. Since these codes typically offer error-free operation for rates above a narrow threshold rate region, they allow us to identify error-free Fig. 10 . Scanned color barcodes and individual color channels (red, green, blue) of the scanned barcodes. Note that while all three channels experience print-scan channel distortions, the shapes of the dots in green and blue channels are especially distorted due to color interference in these channels from noncomplementary colorants.
operational rates for the proposed barcode scheme. Convolutional codes, on the other hand, allow us to illustrate the advantages of the statistical channel model by contrasting soft and hard decoding performance of good codes for a variety of rates [31] .
1) Hard Decoding:
Hard decoding refers to the scenario where individual bit values, detected for each cell, using either the heuristic detection of (4) or the ML detection of (12) , are utilized within an error correction decoder to recover from errors. Error correction decoding is then performed based upon extracted bits in each color channel.
2) Soft Decoding: In communications it is well known that instead of detecting individual bits and then utilizing an error correction decoder, much better performance can be obtained by passing the detection statistics (moments in our case) to a soft decoder that decodes the message bits collectively based upon the detection statistics [26, pp. 515] . Based upon our sequential factorization of the channel likelihood function in (6), we, therefore, propose a sequential soft decoding process where we decode the message data in cyan, magenta, and yellow colorant channels sequentially, in that order, as depicted in Fig. 11 . Here we denote the number of cells in the barcode array for each of the separations by . The sequential decoding process, estimates the message data embedded in each of the colorant channels, using as inputs log likelihood ratios (LLRs), which are obtained from the computed moments in each of the cells of the barcode array and the decoded data for the preceding colorant channel. Specifically, the LLRs for the th cell in the cyan, Fig. 11 . Soft decoding using the extracted moments with the statistical channel model. The message data in cyan, magenta, and yellow channels are decoded sequentially, in that order. magenta, and yellow colorant channels are computed, respectively, as (16) where and represent the estimated orientations for the th cell in cyan and magenta channels after ECC decoding. Specifically, the LLR computations for the magenta and yellow channel decoders make use of the decoded orientations for the cyan and magenta channels, respectively. The calculated LLRs corresponding to each colorant's barcode array are collectively utilized in the error correction code (ECC) decoder for that colorant channel.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we test the effectiveness of the proposed barcode scheme across several printer and scanner pairs. Our chosen printers have resolutions of 600 dots per inch (dpi) or higher, which is typical in current color printers. For our barcodes we utilize 2 2 inch square arrays with 75 and 100 cells per inch (cpi) along both directions. This yields cell sizes (in printer pixel units) that provide reasonable flexibility to orient a dot along different directions within a cell. The modulation parameters for the dot ellipticity and orientation within each cell are set as and . This represents an experimentally determined tradeoff between data detectability and the synchronization (as described in Section V). For our experiments, we use randomly generated message data to create a barcode using our proposed method, which is then printed on a white paper substrate. Plain (uncoated) paper is utilized for the majority of our experiments; limited validation was also performed on glossy coated paper. For reading the barcode, the printed barcode is scanned on an HP Scanjet 8270 flatbed scanner having optical resolution up to 4800 dpi. 7 In the first part of our experiments, we evaluate the performance of the individual system elements of the proposed barcode scheme, highlighting, in particular, the color interference aware informed encoding technique proposed in Section III-C and the channel modeling described in Section III-D. Observing similar results across different printers and array frequencies, here we specifically report our results for 75 cpi barcodes printed on a color printer with a resolution of 600 dpi. We then evaluate the overall performance of the proposed barcode scheme for both 75 and 100 cpi barcodes across three different printers.
We first highlight the benefit of the proposed color interference aware informed encoding technique described in Section III-C. Table I lists the bit error rate (BER) performance of blind and the informed encoding techniques based upon the heuristic detection criteria in (4) for scan resolutions from 900 to 1500 dpi (all other scanner settings were at their default values for all our experiments). Here, blind encoding refers to the situation where the same signal constellation, i.e., the same set of two orthogonal orientations, is used for encoding payload data in all the colorant channels. Specifically, in the blind encoding, we utilize 0/90 orientations for all colorant channels. At the barcode reader, for the blind encoding scheme, to mitigate the impact of color interference, we employ Otsu's thresholding algorithm [32] in the individual color channels of the scanned barcode. For the informed encoding, on the other hand, the signal constellation for the magenta channel is rotated 45 with respect to the signal constellations for cyan and yellow channels. The results presented in Table I indicate that the proposed informed encoding technique significantly improves the BER performance at the receiver. Also note that increasing the scan resolution from 900 to 1200 dpi decreases BER significantly whereas, increasing the resolution further to 1500 dpi offers minimal benefit. Based upon this observation we set the scan resolution at 1200 dpi for the remainder of our experiments. We also evaluated the performance of the informed encoding on a glossy coated paper substrate. For a 1200 dpi resolution scanner capture of this printed barcode 7 Limited validation was also conducted on an alternate flatbed scanner having 1200 dpi optical resolution. the resulting BER is 0.0094, which is comparable to the BER reported in Table I for plain paper. Thus, the proposed encoding technique shows similar performance on the glossy and plain paper substrates tested. We also explored the use of more than two orientations for data encoding where higher data rates are allowable due to the larger number of possible orientations, although color interference aware data encoding is not feasible as proposed. In Table II , we list symbol error rate (SER) performance of the proposed barcode scheme with 4-ary modulation in all colorant channels and compare its performance against binary modulation with color interference aware informed encoding. As is evident from the results in Table II , 4-ary modulation leads to a significantly higher SER, suggesting that it is advantageous, in practical applications, to limit the orientation modulation to only two directions (i.e., binary modulation) where the proposed color interference aware data encoding can be effectively deployed.
Next, we consider the performance of ML detection that uses the joint modeling of the color channels developed in Section III-D. For this purpose, we first characterize the marginal conditional distributions based upon the observed histograms. Fig. 13(a)-(d) shows normalized histograms of the received moments conditioned on the orientation in cyan channel. And, Fig. 13(e)-(l) shows normalized histograms of extracted moments from green channel, conditioned on the orientations in magenta and cyan channels. Similarly, Fig. 13(m)-(t) shows histograms of extracted moments from blue channel, conditioned on the orientations in yellow and magenta channels. Based upon the observation of histograms of received moments in Fig. 13 , we model channel conditional pdf's via Gaussian distributions and estimate the parameters of distributions via the maximum likelihood estimator. Note that for the yellow-blue channel, the accuracy of the estimated histograms is adversely affected by the fact that the modulated dots in yellow colorant channel interferes with yellow security dots, which are used by several printer companies to encode the serial number of the printer to track counterfeiters [33] . In Table III , we compare the BER performance of heuristic detection in (4) and joint ML detection in (12) . As shown in the table, the joint ML detection outperforms heuristic detection and significantly improves the performance in terms of BER, which shows the merit of the proposed statistical channel model. The reason for this is because, as we outline in Section III-D, the statistical channel model captures the characteristics of the channel distortions (i.e., scan blur, printer directional distortion, tonal variations, color interference etc.), whereas, heuristic criteria makes a decision based solely upon the ratio of the extracted moments, ignoring the channel characteristics. This is also illustrated in Fig. 12 by showing a contour plot of conditional channel distributions and for the cyan-red channel pair. Based upon the channel distributions, the ML detector divides the 2-D space of received moments into two regions (i.e., detection regions) with a boundary defined by the curve where the contours of the two conditional channel distributions intersect with each other (the curve specified parametrically by the relation ). The dashed blue line in the figure indicates the heuristic detection boundary . Note that the heuristic and ML detection boundaries do not coincide since the heuristic detection does not capture the channel characteristics. The gap between the detection boundaries causes the performance gap between the heuristic and ML detectors. Note that we also report the sequential ML detection performance in the last column of Table III . As shown in the table, sequential ML detection does not cause any loss in the detection performance despite its reduced complexity. We also evaluate the performance of our statistical channel model by contrasting hard and soft decoding performance for convolutional codes. We generate the payload data for several rates , 2/5, 3/5, 2/3, 3/4, 4/5, which are among the best codes known with low constraint length [31] . In order to reduce the tedium of repeated printing and scanning, we print and scan a number of pages with random data encoded in the C, M, and Y separations. We then simulate our receiver, i.e., the chain from encoding, printing, scanning, and computation of moments, by generating a look-up table. For each of the eight choices of input vector of orientations , the look-up table stores the list of all the observed output moments in the scans of the generated prints. 8 Each use of the channel is then simulated by 8 A total of 67,500 cells were included in the look up table.
selecting at random from among the list of look up table outputs corresponding to the orientation vector that defines the channel input. This realistic "simulation" offers a close approximation to actual experiments. In the hard decoding of convolutional codes, a detection is made based upon the extracted moments, which is then used in error correction decoding. In the soft decoding, on the other hand, the statistical channel model is also utilized in the decoding process as described in Section III-E.2. In both cases, the ML Viterbi decoding algorithm for convolutional codes [26, pp. 510 ] is used over coded blocks of , which ensures that number of message bits per coded blocks remains an integer for each of the different rates investigated. Fig. 14 presents results of the experiment in the form of plot of the BER as a function of the code rate for both soft and hard decoding. As is evident from Fig. 14, soft decoding enabled by the joint modeling of color channels offers a significant reduction in the BER, demonstrating the benefit of the statistical channel model. Finally, we evaluate our complete proposed barcode system by using color interference aware informed encoding and the proposed channel model. For this purpose, we generate the proposed barcodes with array frequencies of 75 and 100 cpi for all CMY colorants. For the error correction, we utilize irregular LDPC codes with a block length of 64,800. 9 The message data is coded with various code rates using an encoder for the LDPC code to generate the payload data. The digital barcodes are printed on three color printers, and the printed barcodes are then scanned on a flatbed scanner. From the scanned barcodes, we identify the code rates at which error-free detection is achieved for each printer. In Table IV , we report the errorfree operational rates of the proposed barcodes and the corresponding code rates. While for 75 cpi barcodes an error-free rate higher than 1750 is achievable, increasing the array frequency to 100 cpi can achieve rates higher than 2800 for all the printers tested. In Table V , we list the error-free operational rates for the existing high capacity barcodes [7] , [17] . As is evident from the tables, in terms of achievable error-free rates, the proposed color barcode scheme is in 9 Detected rather than decoded values were used in the sequential decoding process of Fig. 11 to allow encoding of the combined data stream for the channels. The block length is chosen to match the DVB-S2 LDPC constructions that offer multiple rates for a common block length [34] . [7] the same range or better than other high capacity barcode technologies. It should be noted, however, that several of the technologies compared use lower scan resolutions to enable more versatile decoding devices and may also be subject to improvements with higher scanner resolutions.
V. DISCUSSION
Other high capacity barcode technologies in the literature include methods that encode data in the graylevel [7] or color of individual cells [15] , [17] . The advantage of our method over these methods is that the proposed method encodes the data in the shape of elliptical dots and is largely robust to variations in printer/scanner tonal responses, which can vary over time or across different devices. These printer/scanner tonal variations can change the intended color or graylevel of individual cells substantially and degrade the detection performance of the techniques modulating the color or graylevel for the purpose of data encoding. The advantage of the proposed method, however, does come at the cost of a fairly high spatial resolution requirement for accurate detection of the dot shapes. Our experiments utilized a 1200 dpi resolution, which is to be contrasted with several of the alternative techniques that embed information in (average) graylevel and, therefore, can use lower resolutions of 600 dpi or 300 dpi. The higher spatial resolution requirement, imposed naively, would also require larger file sizes, but this can be mitigated in the proposed barcode by binarizing scanned barcode images to 1-bit per pixel per scanner channel prior to computation of the moments. Preliminary experiments on 75 cpi barcodes generated with the proposed informed encoding show that binarizing individual color channels of the scanned barcode has a small effect on the BER (in our tests the change in BER observed was ). The encoding rate of the proposed barcode scheme has an obvious dependence upon array frequency for the individual colorant channels. While increasing array frequency creates more room for data encoding, the two orthogonal orientations become less distinguishable in the presence of distortions as the cell size gets smaller (i.e., array frequency gets higher), which in turn impacts the detection performance at the reader. In practical applications, the permissible array frequency will depend upon both printer and scanner resolutions, which continue to increase with technological improvements. Our printer resolutions are easily matched or exceeded by current devices. The scanner resolution of 1200 dpi used is also readily available in desktop scanners, though specialized barcode devices may offer a lower resolution.
Because the proposed method exploits the color and encodes information in dots of individual colorant channels printed in overlay, the resulting barcode appears mostly black and is potentially less appealing from the point of aesthetics compared to other color barcodes [15] , [17] . This is, however, not significant concern in many barcode applications where the primary objective is to convey the message payload and aesthetics is only a secondary concern. The aesthetics of the proposed scheme cannot unfortunately be improved by the simple modification of displacing different colorant dots in order to make them nonoverlapping because this sacrifices the advantages of color interference aware encoding and the proposed sequential decoding.
The barcode images obtained with the proposed method are bilevel in each of the C, M, and Y separations and, therefore, suitable for directly printing on most printers which are also bilevel devices. Printer drivers used for access to printers may, however, introduce additional unwanted preprocessing such as conversion to a continuous tone representation from which a bilevel version is obtained for printing by halftoning. This undesirable preprocessing can cause significant alterations in shapes of the printed dots degrading performance. Other alternative high rate barcode technologies often encounter the same limitation. This limitation is, however, an artifact of the tools used for accessing the devices rather than of the proposed method and can be overcome by utilizing suitable access to these printers. Our experiments utilized primarily electrophotographic (or laser) printers where the impact of such preprocessing is reduced because these devices use clustered-dot-halftones [35] , which largely preserve our dot shapes despite the undesired preprocessing.
Encoding data in the orientation of elliptical dots is also utilized in DataGlyphs. Our method, however, has two major distinctions from DataGlyphs. The first distinction is that in the color instantiation of DataGlyphs [8] the same data is encoded in all colorant channels, which fundamentally offers the same capacity as encoding in single channel, whereas, the proposed method encodes the payload data independently in all C, M, and Y colorant channels, tripling the encoding rate of monochrome realizations. The other distinction is in the synchronization methodologies. While DataGlyphs satisfy only the global synchronization, the proposed method compensates for both global and local geometric distortions, which provides better detection performance at the receiver. Our local synchronization algorithm requires that the center of mass of individual dots must be estimated reliably in each cell to estimate the neighboring cell positions. While this is feasible for elliptically shaped dots as demonstrated by our results, the local synchronization is much more challenging when pure lines are used to encode data in colorant channels. Our choice of elliptical dot arrays for data encoding, therefore, represents a tradeoff between data detectability and synchronization.
The proposed method inherently carries an additional security feature by enabling extraction of the geometric distortion signature from a printed barcode, which can be then utilized to uniquely identify/verify the type of the source printer [36] . This additional feature can be particularly useful in commercial and security applications to ensure that barcode is legitimately produced and to keep track of unauthorized producers from printed barcodes.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a high capacity color barcode by addressing the challenges for encoding independent data in individual print-colorant channels. Data encoded in cyan, magenta, and yellow print-colorants are estimated from the complementary red, green, and blue sensor channels of a scanner, respectively. Encoding data by modulating the orientation of elliptically shaped dots in 2-D rectilinear arrays, is effective and provides robustness against variations in printer and scanner tonal responses. A color interference aware data encoding strategy in individual print colorant channels and a statistical channel model that captures the interaction between the print-colorant and scanner sensor channels, mitigate the effect of color interference on detection performance. An error correction coding utilizing the channel model enables error-free detection of the encoded data. Our experiments conducted on several printers show that the proposed method offers high capacity and presents a viable solution for enabling high capacity barcode applications.
